FLYER #629. Aug. 8 1987. Hoehn Research Library, POB 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada VOH 1HO.

MICHAEL HODGES (no Date) = 2 Tapes vs BOB SESSLER. "SDA CHURCH IS NOT BABYLON = nor will it ever be." SANTEE did the same. Trying DESPERATELY to uphold what they learned in the CEMETERY (the Place of the Dead.) from FROOM and ANDERSON.

WE THREW a Monkey-Wrench into the Debating Teams in ANDREWS when we revealed that NOT ONE of the "BABYLON" Statements in TM the first 60 pages = NOT ONE was FUTURE TENSE = EVERY ONE was PAST TENSE or 1893 (PRESENT) TENSE. NOT ONE was FUTURE TENSE. They hurriedly donned Gas-Masks and brushed the Black-Widow Spiders aside as they went into the Vaults and FOUND ONE! Which had even HOEHN FOOL ed for many YEARS - until I sat down and IGNORED their ADDED TITLE and ADDED REMARKS to "DIRECT" your Thinking = as HODGES and SANTEE do. That is RH A6:513. Nov. 8 1956.

NOT PHOTOGRAPHED = WONDERFUL NEW TYPE = this was NOT as it was in the ORIGINAL. COMMENTS and TITLES ADDED. Which they ADMIT. So ignore them and read the Text. IT IS STILL only 1893 TENSE! This is the "BEST" they could find after 6 Books full! Must strain at this Gnat....

THIS BABYLON SUBJECT now RAGING FORTH in Adventist Ranks = will SEPARATE the MEN from the BOYS. HODGES speaks GLIBLY and FREELY about: "A LOT OF PEOPLE RUNNING AROUND...

"ALL THESE PEOPLE RUNNING AROUND....preaching that the "CHURCH" is "BABYLON."

SINCE THIS ALWAYS has been my Favorite Subject = I would like to know WHO= THEY=ARE? Does he mean HOEHN? HOEHN never taught that. NEVER. HOEHN WARNED these young people to WATCH your STEP.

What we do see is: "A LOT OF PEOPLE RUNNING AROUND....especially these "20-Year Preachers" or "BORNED ADVENTISTS" running around Preaching "DOCTRINES OF DEMONS" from LAODICEAN PULPITS preaching anything but the TRUTH about"

BABYLON

BABYLON (1) = "In REVELATION 17, BABYLON...represents ROME, that APOSTATE CHURCH." 1884 GC 233. GC 381.

BABYLON (2) = "BABYLON is FALLEN, "WAS GIVEN in...1844...It CANNOT BE the ROMISH CHURCH which is here meant FOR THAT CHURCH has been in a FALLEN CONDITION for many Centuries." 1884 GC 232.
1884= THE ROMISH CHURCH of the DARK AGES was "THE BABYLON" of Rev.17. But in TIME=PLACE=and=CIRCUMSTANCES = she was NOT "THE BABYLON" of 1844=(FOOTNOTE) she was NOT "THE BABYLON" of Rev.14. GC 381.
1893=THE ADVENTIST CHURCH of 1893 was "NOT BABYLON" either.
The "ROMISH" Church is not "BABYLON" = the "ADVENTIST Church is not "BABYLON" = where are we now = ???
URIAH SMITH = to WEE WILLIE WHITE = "Hand me the ERASER!" "HOW CAN WE FIX THIS UP?"
AH! I have it! = "The Message of Rev.14...it CANNOT refer to the Romish Church "ALONE!" Wonderful! Wonderful! Your GC 383.(1911.) BABYLON #3
She was NOT READY for BABYLON #3 for 189 pages. It would FIRST APPLY in the "LOUD CRY" chapter = "ANOTHER ANGEL" that many have called: "THE 4th. ANGEL of Rev.18..."p.421. REV.18
1888=They were FAR MORE HONEST in the 1888 GC 383 =
1884=She did not even MENTION the "BABYLON #3" = of Rev.18.
1888=But the URIAH SMITH GANG that passed the GENERAL CON-
FERENCE RESOLUTION of 1883 = to CHANGE the Books = put in their 1888 GC 383 = "Furthermore in the 18th. chapter of the Revelation = IN=A-MESSAGE=YET=FUTURE = the people of God are called upon to come OUT of BABYLON." 1888 GC.
1893=Then when SATAN called on the "STANTON" GROUP to call the Church "BABYLON" when Sr. White was still there and was LEADING = TM 15 to 62 they CHOSE what they WANTED from the ORIGINAL TESTIMONIES = LEAVING OUT what they did not like. So that in your 1911 GC 383 they ADDED "ALONE!" that was NOT in the 1888. And they LEFT OUT that CHAIN of 7 Words that WERE in the 1888. So PRO-
WHAT IS YOUR SOUL WORTH?
Are your LEADERS going to TRAP you in BABYLON? Perhaps we need to know a GREAT DEAL MORE = about:"BABYLON." HODGES seems to know NOTHING = about "BABYLON." No more than SAN-
TEE = and that is a Big ZERO...all they know is the Church is NOT "BABYLON" nor ever will be. Not even a Part. So there. HODGES makes ONE EXCEPTION that his COMPATRIOTS will have a hard time swallowing = that LAODICEA is actu-
ally WORSE than BABYLON and will go LOWER than BABYLON = which we have been saying for many Years. He must have been reading the same Books.  -2-
BABYLON is NEVER a Church alone. It must be a UNION of CHURCH and STATE to be a genuine 100% "BABYLON."
THAT IS WHY

"When the TESTING TIME SHALL COME...(FUTURE TENSE=CONDITI-
ONAL TENSE=PREDICTIVE TENSE)...the DIFFERENCE will be AP-
PARENT." 1884 GC 420. "Not until this CONDITION shall
be reached, and the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD
shall be fully accomplished throughout Christendom, will
the FALL of "BABYLON", be COMPLETE. The CHANGE is a PRO-
GRESSIVE one, and the PERFECT FULFILLMENT of Rev.14:8
is=yet=FUTURE...Rev.18 points to the TIME when...THE
CHURCH will have FULLY reached the CONDITION foretold by
the SECOND ANGEL, and the people of God still in BABYLON
will be called upon to SEPARATE from her communion. THIS
MESSAGE is the LAST that will ever to be given to THE
WORLD..."COME OUT of her, My people." GC 390.

"AS THE CHURCHES DEPART more and more widely from the
TRUTH, and ally themselves more closely with THE WORLD,
the TIME will come(PREDICTION) when those who fear and
honor God CAN NO LONGER REMAIN in connection with THEM."
1884 ORIGINAL GC 240. (LEFT OUT of SR 366.)

TO BE A COMPLETE 'BABYLON'

She must UNITE in ECUMENICAL UNION with (A) the other
CHURCHES. This was accomplished by FROOM'S "40-YEAR PLAN"
1933 to 1973 = 40 Years of FROOM. Into the 3-fold UNION
of MISSION=KEY '73. He was CUT DOWN in the Middle of it
and a LIGHTNING BOLT hit PIERSON in the WISCONSIN CAMP-
MEETING. RH Aug.9,1973. And was SQUAWKING over a Year
later: "What went WRONG, BRETHREN? What went WRONG? Will
some one please tell us?"WHAT WENT RIGHT = about a 3-fold
UNION? She was a HARLOT in 1903 in T8:250. She was a HAR-
LOT in 1973 = she will be a BEAST or an "IMAGE OF THE
BEAST." When she keeps SUNDAY on EASTER and calls in the
SWORD of the STATE. Clearly shown in GC 443 to 445,606 to
608. SHE HAS ALREADY TAKEN THE FIRST STEPS."It will be
only a STEP to the resort to FORCE!" GC 445. 1884 GC 278.

They are NOW throwing the Handcuffs on their own people!
They are NOW going with their LAWYERS in the GUISE of
"MINISTERS" to one COMMUNIST COUNTRY after the other to
tell the REDS how to take after "DISSIDENTS." THE JEWS
did the SAME as they went to PILATE-HEROD = followed by
the "LAW" taking after THEM! This HISTORY will be REPEAT-
ED. "As ye do unto OTHERS..." FULL MEASURE = PRESSED DOWN
and RUNNING OVER. Have they now reached the POINT of "NO-
RETURN?" What DEAL did WILSON make with REAGAN? SESSLER
may be RIGHT. He is MORE RIGHT - than WRONG.... -3-
SESSLER is MILD. HODGES is TEMPESTUOUS. ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE = will not Help. We do not WAIT for the Megaton Explosion to tell people to "GET OUT OF THERE!" As that Church is blown to SMITHEREENS.

SATAN'S "LOUD CRY!"

God orders it. "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING!" And the few NOT GATHERED by the COUNTERFEIT of GC 464 = will be the:"REMNANT" of every NATION, KINDRED and TONGUE. There will be only TWO CLASSES

In that CHEAP "ODOM" INDEX just about a ZERO. But tell GROTHEER and HODGES to look at: "SPECIAL TM" 63,312. Series "A" 318. COL 283. 2 CLASSES from a Company that was once "ONE." RH A5:344. BRISBIN 24,40,54,70,88. SM 1:180. SM 2: 107, 383, 385, 388. AA 102, 129, 163, 378.

HOW SILLY:

to speak of Christ and His Disciples DID NOT call the Old Church ="BABYLON." When the 3-fold UNION was the FINAL BABYLON and the only ones to OPPOSE it are the 144,000 and so this depends on the "SEALING!" Only ONCE in all HISTO. "SATAN...his delusive SNARE...A line of DISTINCTION is being drawn between the Children of OBEDIENCE and the Children of DISOBEDIENCE, the LOYAL and the TRUE = and the DISLOYAL and UNTRUE. TWO GREAT PARTIES are DEVELOPED, the worshipers of the BEAST and his IMAGE, and the worshipers of the TRUE and LIVING GOD." SM 2:107. (When there will be "TIME NO LONGER." 108:144,000 AND?

And a "MULTITUDE!!" And BAPTISTS=LUTHERANS=MUSLIMS=LAODICAINS=CATHOLICS=PRESBYTERIANS? Or does it LUMP them ALL TOGETHER as being (1) 144,000. (2) All others LUMPED together as being: "BABYLON!" 2 CLASSES...A DOZEN other References. GATHERED to the "VOICE OF GOD=ARMAGEDDON" HOUR.

George McREADY PRICE said = on ONE SIDE = NONE will DIE = on the OTHER SIDE = NONE will remain ALIVE! So who CARES what "NAME" they go by = ??? How Silly!

REV. 17:13: "These have ONE MIND!" (GET the SAINTS!)

REV. 18:3. "ALL NATIONS have DRUNK of the WINE............" TM 265. RH A3:233. 1891. "THE WORLD must not be MARRIED to THE CHURCH..." THE MARRIAGE of TWO = makes them:"ONE!"

PK 187. RH A6:382. "BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD."

THE MARRIAGE IS COMPLETE

They are "ONE!!" What a privilege to be Called = to give this "LAST MESSAGE!!" But if you want to be POPULAR = forget it! We will be: "...perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE!!" T5:463. SEE THE FATE of ADVENTISTS: T5:211-2. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406.
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